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WHETHER YOU’RE
DIVING IN OR DRINKING
UP, THESE WAVES CAN
GIVE YOU A HEALTH (AND
HAPPINESS) BOOST!
BY ANNA REDMAN

B

elieve it or not, the miracles of water stretch far beyond a certain someone
turning it into wine (although that may be the most delicious option). This
essential chemical compound can boost your mood, amp up your fitness, and
heal your physical and mental ailments. Prepare to be amazed!
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WONDERFUL WATERPARKS
The sun is shining, the humidity is rising — and the waves are
calling you!

Water slides can provide more than
just pruny fingers and toes.

“People who spend lots of time outside [including waterpark-goers, swimmers, and beach lovers] report feeling happier, having a
greater sense of purpose, personal growth, and feelings of autonomy,” says Dr. Lisa Nisbet, Assistant Professor of Psychology at
Trent University. Research has shown that even short spells outside (think 15 minutes in the wave pool) can lift our spirits and increase our energy levels. “Most people think it’s pleasant, but often
underestimate the effect on our well-being,” Nisbet suggests.
“A waterpark can provide a temporary reprieve and be that
break people need,” explains Cindy Driscoll, manager of Edmonton Mall’s World Waterpark. “There’s always laughter and an energy of excitement in the air,” continues Esther Clintberg, World
Waterpark’s assistant manager.
Spending the day riding the waterslides also gives us great daylight exposure, which “is essential to our physical and mental health.
It has a strong influence on our mood, vitality, alertness, and performance,” Nisbet shares. In other words, the added sunlight will make
your day of water thrills even more fun. With that, grab a towel and
a tube, and dive into some of Canada’s best waterparks.
1. CALYPSO / LIMOGES, ONTARIO
Featuring Canada’s largest wave pool,
more than 100 water games, and North
America’s tallest waterslide tower, this
park’s mentality is clearly go big or go
home! calypsopark.com
CHECK OUT: Kongo Expedition. Navigate a
mysterious river of flooded caves, tropical
villages, and dangerous waterfalls for an
Indiana Jones experience with a wet twist.

2. MAGIC MOUNTAIN WATERPARK /
MONCTON, NEW BRUNSWICK
Part of the Magnetic Hill tourist site, this
waterpark is Atlantic Canada’s largest manmade tourist attraction and requires more
than 3,600,000 litres of water to operate.
magicmountain.ca
CHECK OUT: Torpedo. Moncton visitors
can’t miss out on this Skybox drop capsule.
Descend into oblivion with nothing but the
sound of water pounding in your ears.

3. CULTUS LAKE WATERPARK /
CULTUS LAKE, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Owned and operated by a local family,
Cultus has been open since the mid-’80s.
If you want to take a short break from
their numerous rides, soak in one of the
five large hot tubs scattered throughout
the park. cultus.com
CHECK OUT: Valley of Fear. Drop 14 metres
on B.C.’s only freefall tube ride. Go it alone
or take a friend: this ride can handle single,
double, and triple tubes.

4. SHINING WATERS / CAVENDISH BEACH,
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
This 30-acre fun park is more than just water. In addition to the wonders of their
splashpad and waterpark, visitors can also
enjoy visiting barnyard animals, barbecuing,
and exploring a mirror maze.
shiningwaterspei.com
CHECK OUT: Cannonbowl. Plunge through
the twists and turns of this giant, brightly
coloured water slide as you hang onto your
tube for dear life.

5. TURTLE TIDE WATERSLIDES / GRAND BEACH, MANITOBA
With more than 520 metres of waterslides, Turtle Tide tickets are a steal at only $16 for
the entire day. thundermountainwaterslides.ca
CHECK OUT: The Bullet. Get the thrill of drag racing without the car as you plummet
down this massive water slide at 75 km/hr.
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JUICE UP
Need a push to get your
daily H2O dose?

SOAKED SPORTS
Want to add water’s perks to your workout routine?
Check out these great summer sports and find the one
that’s right for you.
STAND-UP PADDLEBOARDING
What is it: “Stand-up paddleboarding is a surface water sport, normally done on
a calm lake or ocean water,” says Brent Bishop, fitness personality, celebrity
trainer, and owner of Think Fitness Studios. “This activity tests your core stability, coordination, and balance.”
Who should do it? Anyone looking to improve their balance. “It doesn’t take as
much skill as traditional surfing, plus it’s a great and fun workout,” shares Stefan Overgaard, founder and head trainer at SXS Fitness.
What muscles does it work? “The partial-squat position works your quads,
glutes, and hamstrings, while paddling increases the use of your foundational
core muscles (abdominal wall, lower back, and obliques),” Bishop explains.
“The paddling motion itself incorporates the muscles of the shoulders, lats, and
entire core.”
Health benefits: “Not only is it great for aerobic and anaerobic conditioning,
you are also really involving the core for true, full-body, functional training,”
enthuses Overgaard.
Pre-sport training: Up your skill level with some core-specific training and functional conditioning on unstable surfaces (like a Gyroboard or BOSU ball) before
you hit the board. Or add some pull-ups and high-to-low woodchoppers to your
workout routine.

“Fluid temperature and flavour can
help those who don’t enjoy consuming
water, or struggle to drink enough
throughout the day,” explains
Winnipeg-based ISAK Certified
Registered Sport and Health Dietitian

Chris Hyde, RD, B.Sc.HNSc. “Try
adding a pinch of low calorie flavouring
to enhance your enjoyment.” Our
recommendation: Nesfruta. This liquid
water enhancer is calorie-free and
comes in six great flavours.
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SOAKED SPORTS (CONTINUED)
WATER SKIING
What is it: Get pulled behind a boat while balancing on water skis. But Bishop
warns, “This sport requires a considerable amount of muscular endurance.”
Who should do it? “You should have decent full-body strength and muscular endurance to get the most out of this sport,” Bishop says.
What muscles does it work? This sport may give you a thrill, but it is also demanding and offers a total-body workout. “Your entire lower half, core, back,
and arms are used from the time you get upright through the duration of the
pull,” Bishop states.
Health benefits: Increased balance, coordination, muscular strength, and endurance. “It’s great for anaerobic conditioning — everything you’ve got for 45 to
90 seconds, especially if you’re skiing aggressively,” Overgaard shares.
Pre-sport training: “Variations on the abdominal plank are a great way to build
central strength, which is essential for lower- and upper-body performance
when you are being pulled across the water,” Bishop offers. Chin-ups and deadlifts are also great go-tos.

SWIMMING
What is it: “Swimming is an excellent form of exercise that uses your entire body,
propelling you forward in the water,” Bishop details.
Who should do it? “This is a great exercise for people of all levels. Technique,
swimming strokes, speed, and duration can all be scaled from novice to advanced,” Bishop encourages.
What muscles does it work? Upper body: shoulders, pecs, and lats. Lower body:
flexors of the hips, quads, glutes, hamstrings, shins, and calves. “The core is
also very central to performance and endurance,” Bishop adds.
Health benefits: Cardiovascular conditioning, breath efficiency and control, muscular endurance, and coordination. “This is also a great alternative for those who
get joint pains from higher-impact activities like running,” Overgaard notes.
Pre-sport training: Swimming can put repetitive strain on the shoulder joints
and hips, so you should aim balance out hip strength (e.g. hamstring and glutes
work),” Bishop advises. “It is also important to think about flexibility conditioning
and muscular balance.” Try some standing cable pullovers or Spiderman planks.

WATER WORKS
With a special focus on flotation treatment, Toronto’s latest
relaxation zone, H2O Spa, offers a serene escape from the
stresses of everyday life.
“Anyone looking for muscle relief or the opportunity to unwind
should try flotation,” says Shelley Stertz, co-owner and founder of
H2O Float Spa. These tranquil tubs help with job stress (encouraging mental and physical relaxation), sleep troubles (one hour of
flotation feels like four hours of sleep), and muscle pains.
“Floating is incredibly restorative,” continues spa co-owner
and founder Jack Ouzounian. “Once the weight is lifted from
your body, you give way to that much-needed relaxation,” while
also allowing your body to detox with the help of vital nutrient
magnesium. “Each of our tubs contains about 1,000 pounds of
pharmaceutical, high-grade Epsom salts. Your skin absorbs the
magnesium, and you come out feeling energized,” he explains.
Ready to give floating a try? Treatments are $89 for 90 minutes.
h2ofloatspa.com

Go the distance in open water or in an
indoor pool lane to increase your
endurance and lower-body strength.

If you feel thirsty or
your urine is dark
in colour with a
strong smell, you’re
likely dehydrated.
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WALKING IN WATER
When you take that flotation
philosophy back to the lab, twist
it, turn it, and make it bigger,
you end up with aquatic
physical therapy, a treatment
unlike any dry-land experience.
“Aquatic physical therapy offers a lowimpact, resistance-consistent environment,
where the mechanical properties of water
are optimized to address a client’s movement
impairments,” explains Alison Bonnyman,
BScPT, MSc, founder and instructor at Canadian Aquatic Rehab Institute.
This treatment can up the stroke
volume of your heart making it pump more
efficiently, increase the viscoelasticity of
soft tissue to make stretching easier, and
give your therapist better access to problematic areas. Turbulence aids in strengthening balance and muscle stabilization,
making this therapy a great post-workout
recovery tool. “People tend to work
harder in the water, increasing their
range of motion more easily,”
Bonnyman observes. Treatments should last at least an
hour and require your chest to
be submerged. Sessions from
$90 per hour. aquaticrehab.ca.
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GOOD TO THE LAST DROP
Water’s been shot through the heart and given a bad name, and now it always seems to
be picked last in our daily version of beverage dodgeball. We know the taste might not
have you jumping for joy, but try to listen to the age-old advice not to judge a book by
its cover. “Fluids help to control your body’s temperature, aid with digestion, transport nutrients, cushion organs and joints, assist with waste removal, and regulate
bowel movements,” says Hyde.
If we don’t drink enough water, it’s only a matter of time before the ultimate villain, dehydration, takes us out. If you feel thirsty or your urine is dark in colour with
a strong smell, you’re likely dehydrated, Hyde warns.
“Everyone’s fluid needs are different,” Hyde acknowledges. Research shows that
age, gender, levels of physical activity, and overall health all influence your daily fluid
requirements. “The Institute of Medicine has determined that men need approximately three litres per day while women should have just over two,” notes Hyde. “Everything we drink (tea, coffee, sports drinks, etc.), contributes to our daily fluid
requirements, but be aware of additional ingredients (e.g. sugar, caffeine, etc.) if you
do decide to drink something other than water,” Hyde warns.
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